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     The management of foreign exchange reserve has always been the hot topic and 
the attention in academic circles both home and abroad in research, and in each period, 
focus differently on the management of foreign exchange reserve. This article follows 
the present a mainstream ideology of foreign exchange reserve management to discuss 
how to deal with the current China`s foreign exchange reserve management facing the 
"dollar trap" dilemma, this paper research goal is to answer two questions: why 
China`s foreign exchange reserve management faces highlight the "dollar trap" 
predicament and how China`s present foreign exchange reserve management should 
do. According to the "center periphery " and other related theories,the endogenous 
foreign exchange reserves by this paper defining is the carrier throughout discussion 
on these two big problems. Namely, through three aspects: what is nature that China`s 
management of foreign exchange reserves is facing predicament? How is it formed? 
What should we do? which accomplish the goal of this paper. 
    The first, "what is the nature". Combined with the“center -periphery”theory , the 
dissertation is identified the nature of China 's foreign exchange reserves management 
dilemma is less by less adapted “peripheral”role by China in “Revived Bretton Woods 
System”recently. 
    Second, "how to be formed".From the 1990s China has been participating in the 
process of economic globalization by export-oriented economy ,then China has been 
becoming one“peripheral”among world’s“center-periphery”economies pattern .Until 
now,with the economic relations between the center and the periphery changes,the 
peripheral role that China playing is more and more inappropriate for China especially 
because of changing relations between the United States and China . The dilemma of 
foreign exchange reserve management facing is called “dollar trap” in the dissertation , 
which specific performance:The cost of holding huge foreign exchange reserves by 
China is more and more adding up. China’s foreign exchange reserve has been being 
high scale reserves , and same time China’s huge reserves are blocked on diversified 
investment. The dilemma of China’s managing foreign exchange reserves has been  
summarized by American economist Joseph Stiglitz ( 2001 ) , McKinnon ( 2005 ) , 















respectively, with the “vicious circle of capital flows”, “a high saving the dollar 
dilemma”, “financial balance of terror”, “ dollar trap” . 
    Third, "what to do".Thus “dollar trap”the plight of China's foreign exchange 
reserves management is to investigate China’s entry point for the effective 
management of foreign exchange reserves .  
    So this research generally arranged as follows: ①Common phenomenon in East 
Asian economies is starting point discussing issues of high reserves,using the game 
theory analysis method and based on the division of global product to dig out the 
reasons that the China`s foreign exchange reserves is long-term high growth and high 
stock .The conclusion by article is: East Asian economies high reserve is determined 
by the initial endowment .So this paper holds that the high reserves of China and the 
east Asian economies have rationality, inevitability, endogenous and periodically. 
②From the perspective of increment and stock to explore China's endogenous source 
of foreign exchange reserves presently, the change trend and the economic effect. The 
conclusion is: China's endogenous foreign exchange reserves growth will continue to 
exist and stock will continue to face US sovereign credit risk, lead to costs of China 
holding huge foreign exchange reserves is increasing. ③On the basis of "center - 
periphery", the second theorem of welfare economics and other related theory, first of 
all, it puts forward the China`s foreign exchange reserve management new 
connotation presently, and then on the basis of foreign exchange reserves effective 
management of the new connotation, builds easing a "dollar trap" of China's foreign 
exchange reserves , finally puts forward the corresponding policy recommendations, 
which provide new idea from new view for China's foreign exchange reserves 
management at present stage. 
    In this paper, the main innovation points: ①To provide the nature of China's 
foreign exchange reserves management facing highlight the plight ; ②To analyze the 
reasons for China's foreign exchange reserves increasing from the perspective of 
endogenous ; ③To define the concept of nature reserves, and to use the game theory 
and division of global intra-product reasoning and argument; ④To use method of 
cointegration, principal components and factor analysis testing for China's foreign 
exchange reserves growth of endogenous; ⑤To come up with new connotation of 
present China's foreign exchange reserves management effectively.  
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